Bring the “Positive Spin”
Experience to Your School!
“Thank you so much for your efforts in bringing
“Ooch!” to school. He was AWESOME!!! I loved
him. The kids were mesmerized by his many
talents and passion! He has a beautiful ability to
connect with kids. Our kids were touched by his
vital messages of self-belief, respect and love for
life. They will never be the same . . . me, neither!”
Karee Wiltshire
Art and Reading Teacher

Positive Spin
Students AND teachers learn EASY
ways to deal with stressful situations involving gossip, peer pressure, bullying, popularity, competition and failure
Students learn how to recognize
and embrace their own individuality and unique gifts while realizing
similar qualities in others
Students and teachers learn the
importance of “perspective” - that
all situations are as “positive” or
“negative” as they choose to “see”
them
Ooch provides exciting, entertaining and enjoyable group activities
that serve as memorable metaphors for remembering techniques
for approaching life with a
“positive spin”

Brett Outchcunis [ooch-KOO-nis] is a
motivator, entertainer, storyteller, yo-yo
guy and dancer rolled into one compact
package. Measuring in at a whopping
5’6”, “Ooch” as students affectionately
call him, finds a way to relate to kids on
their level – LITERALLY! Brett has been
touring and performing in front of audiences around the world for 10 years!
The "Positive Spin" program is a 60-minute performance
that empowers every student to turn negative situations into
positive ones through the use of two, simple words - "Spin
it!". The performance addresses issues that are important
to elementary schoolers and affect them on a daily basis.
Ooch discusses and offers tips and tricks for such issues as
popularity, making and keeping friends, earning
respect of teachers and peers, becoming comfortable
in your own skin, bullying and dealing with failure.
Through the use of his own personal stories and the help of
music, magic, imagination, yo-yos and dance, Ooch puts a
positive spin on the challenges of growing up!
Recommended ages for this show: 1st – 8th grades

"Students love Brett (Ooch) Outchcunis! His warmth
and great sense of humor create a rapport with kids of
all ages. He is my students' favorite classroom guest,
hands down. His yo-yo skills are top notch and having
him visit is always a special treat!"
Wandra Harmsen
5th Grade Teacher
For Booking

617.775.7679
oochworld@gmail.com
www.oochworld.com

